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I was on the 1st R & E board form 1989-1998 and we did a number of projects on the Willamtette 
and its tributaries to increase Salmon runs for this water shed. I fish by myself most of the time and it is 
extremely hard even for me to land a fish with barbless hooks when the boat is stopped. Just in my 
family alone I have 5 would be license buyers that don't partake in fishing do to the fishing long periods 
of time and then loose the fish up next to the boat. Three of those would be fishermen and fisherladies 
are young children just at the age they may like the sport and buy future licenses. For now I have lost 
them and the revenue from their licenses. 

The Department has even in earlier commission meetings appealed for this rule to be rescinded. 
The guides I have talked with said they have lost clients do to this rule as a spring Chinook is hard to get 
to bite. The records show most anglers spend a great deal of time in a boat or off the bank to just get 
one of these prized fish. At this time we are not fishing on a mixed stock fishery, like in the Ocean or 
Columbia River. These are mostly hatchery stocks that are there for our enjoyment. The hooking 
mortality study done many years ago at the Horse Shoe at Oregon City Falls was flawed. It was still less 
than 1% mortality. I know that most of that mortality was not hooking, but stress on the fish trying to 
find the fish ladder in all that turbulence and the present of Sea Lions in that area. 

I have talked with a number of Oregon State Police Game Wardens and County Sheriffs in this 
area and they all said they have written a great number of citations for this unneeded rule. The last 
thing we need is more hard feelings toward the Department. 

I was at this commission meeting of the Holiday Inn on Columbia Blvd here in Portland that day. 
Gov. John Kitzhaber wanted to study this barbless hook rule for the next year. At that time 
Commissioner Anderson spoke up and said "my father and myself fish on our commercial troller with 
barbless hooks and they work just fine". At that time I wanted to stand up and tell her and the other 
commissioners that I to have commercial trailer for over 40 years. I have trolled from Moss Landing 
California to the Columbia River. I would of liked to of asked her "did you and your father ever shut your 
engine off to the land that salmon"? The answer is NO. 

I am writing this letter on behalf of over 200 fishermen and guides I talked with this last 
Willamette River spring Chinook season. I interviewed them from St. Helens to Oregon City Falls at the 
dead line. The first and foremost thing is the animosity towards the Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife. I 
explained to every one of them that it was not the department's decision to impose this rule on the 
fisherman. Actually the Department is behind us and sees no reason for this rule. I corrected them 
saying it was the commission and the then Governor John Kitzhaber and Commissioner Laura Anderson 
that took it upon themselves at the time to impose this rule on the fisherman. 

Dear Commissioners; 

Subject: The rule you made to use barbless hooks on the spring run Chinook fishery on the Willamette 
River 

Oregon Fish & Wildlife Commissioners 

June 27, 2016 



PS I have one simple question on page 36 of the Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations, and item #1. 
Barbed hooks are allowed above Willamette Falls and also above the Highway 99E Bridge on Clackamas 
River. Do these same fish change when they pass this point I think not? This is simply a very poor 
regulation on a number of down stream anglers. 

Bruce W. Hansen 
19655 N.W. Sauvie Island Road 
Portland Oregon 97231 

Thank you in advance 

Thank you for your time in reading this letter and let's make this needed change in your August 
Commission meeting. 

In closing it is time to return the Willamette River spring Chinook fishery to the able to use 
barbed hooks for our put and take fishery. 
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